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TasTe life 
and To 
enjoy life
In the time of free thoughes to seek inspiration in tradition and then 
understadns tacitly with a hint of a tip leading to one kind of perfect 
cooperation with years to enjoy.

BD-T10016-2

BD-RX90006B-4 BD-RX90006A-3

800*800*760

FABRIC CODE:V V1

FABRIC CODE:V V1

0807



SIMPLE 
COMBINATION

OP-RX90007-1
OP-RX90007-3

OP-F30012 OP-RX90006B-4

1200x700x430 400x400x610

OP-T10013 OP-T10011-2(Table)

FABRIC CODE:V V1 FABRIC CODE:V V1 FABRIC CODE:V V1

PU CODE:V V6

PU CODE:V V6BD-T10020-1（Table）

BD-T10011-1

BD-RX90008

BD-FX80015

φ600*1100

φ400*610
1009



PoPUlaR fasHion 
MoRe diVeRsified
Pursuit of perfect details not only lies in designer's imagination, but also in the idea 

of "satisfying customers' needs", then the finished products are made for office 
purpose and used as a symbol of status and taste as well.

ModeRn, sTylisH, CReaTiVe

BD-R1062FABRIC CODE:V V2

1211



There are delicacy there are more optional and more artistic , The 
sensibility united into nous ,the lie fallow and the lie fallow and 
the applied have possessed consistent , We now tell you let the 
common life become interest and make the outstanding art have 
diversificatipn mien .

BD-63（Table）

BD-T38（Table）

BD-R1062-2BD-R1062-2

φ800*760

1600*900*750

FABRIC CODE:V V2FABRIC CODE:V V2

1413



HUManiZed 
desiGn

BD-R1062-1

The attention to the details is a respect to the work. With your company, we pay attention to 
all details. We use the simple design, well-balanced decoration for our product to create its 

unique attraction.

BD-R1056

BD-R1056-1

FABRIC CODE:V V2

FABRIC CODE:V V2

1615



BD-R1056BD-0-1(Tea table)
BD-119-2(Tea table)
BD-119(Tea table)

φ800*750

φ600*560

φ800*420

SIMPLE 
COMBINATION
Different styles, different combinations, different feeling of comfort;

Lightweight portable, pleasing appearance, to meet the different 

needs of different occasions;

The perfect principle of the human body works , human design, 

embodiment health and comfort at the same time,

No matter what occasion, no matter how you sitting, we will show 

the love in subtle department quietly!

BD-R1056-1BD-T13(Table) φ800*760 FABRIC CODE:V V2

FABRIC CODE:V V2

BD-T10017(Tea table)
φ500*610

1817



φ780*400

FABRIC CODE:V V3

FABRIC CODE:V V3

2019



OP-R935

OP-R1026-1

 520*550*830

 530*730*860

PU CODE:V V6

FABRIC CODE:V V4

2221



oRiGinal GReaTiViTy
lifesTyle  
The technology changes life, the life enjoy the techology .Scient that tradition produce the craft 
manufactures the technique to combine with the moderns, cent now the technology melt in the 
living vogue prinnciple

BD-F9222

BD-F9232

BD-68(Tea table)

BD-R1001

BD-R1005
 φ800*400

FABRIC CODE:V V1

FABRIC CODE:V V3

2423



BD-T80-1(bar counter)

BD-R1079

φ600*1090

BD-R1079

PU CODE:V V6

PU CODE:V V6

2625



VISUALLY 
ARRESTING AND 
SUBLIMELY 
COMFORTABLE

The vivid grain symbolizes life. Which has so close relation to our life, so that we can feel 
that we are quite close to each other. The simple space in oriental philosBDhy means 
lightness, balance, pureness and nature. When the elements of nature are adBDted in the 
filed of furniture design, the peaceful internal environment will be built up naturally, also of 
the warm humanism.

BD-P01

BD-P01-2

BD-P01-1

BD-P01
FABRIC CODE:V V3

FABRIC CODE:V V3

2827



While the practical function is more than enough, the furniture make 
another development in terms of material, structure and shape. It is not 
confined to the traditional function. It is both elegant and comfortable with 
its human-centered principle.

PeRfeCT 
sPaCe

BD-T10017

BD-RX90007-1 BD-RX90007-3 BD-RX90007-2

BD-R1006 BD-61

BD-T10010

φ500*610H

φ430*430 φ600*750

(Top with leaf line)

900*450*520

FABRIC CODE:V V5
FABRIC CODE:V V1

3029



OP-F9183(Sofa) OP-R1006(Stool) OP-65(Tea table)
φ430*4303800*3600*430(whole set)

1730*1730*420(whole set)

1730*1730*420(whole set)

2730*2730*420(whole set)

1730*1730*420(whole set)

φ400*560

OP-61(Tea table)
2450*2200*430(whole set)

OP-61( Tea table  )
φ600*750

OP-F9169 OP-F9170
φ1730*420 1200*380*420

FABRIC CODE:V V5

FABRIC CODE:V V5

3231



One position:620*680*750

Small:750*430*390
Big:1160*660*450

Three position:1750*680*750

OP-F1050

OP-70( Tea table  )

One position:620x680x750

Three position:1750x680x750

Small:750x430x390

Big:1160x660x450

OP-F1050 OP-70( Tea table  )

FABRIC CODE:V V5

FABRIC CODE:V V5

3433



eXQUisiTe
desiGn

CoMBinaTion
By a genuine practice, we inject the energy of life into work. Regarding design 
and creation of exquisite work as our eternal final aim, we are driving force of 

enterprise growth.

In the time of free thoughes to seek inspiration in tradition and then 
understadns tacitly with a hint of a tip leading to one kind of perfect 

cooperation with years to enjoy.

BD-F9219

FABRIC CODE:V V2

FABRIC CODE:V V2

3635



BD-F9219

BD-70(Tea table）BD-R1062-2
1160*660*450
750*430*390

FABRIC CODE:V V2

3837



We are making great efforts to create the classic of vision 
when we pay attention to the satisfaction of comfort , peaceful, 
harmonious , warm,natural.

BD-68（Tea table）

BD-F9219

φ780*400

BD-66

BD-P03BD-F9219

300*400*600

FABRIC CODE:V V2 FABRIC CODE:V V2

4039



TasTe life 
and To 
enjoy life
In the time of free thoughes to seek inspiration in tradition and then 
understadns tacitly with a hint of a tip leading to one kind of perfect 
cooperation with years to enjoy.

BD-F9237

BD-68（Tea table）BD-R1062
φ780*400

FABRIC CODE:V V1

FABRIC CODE:V V2
4241



aRT & desiGn

BD-F9237

BD-F9237

BD-T13(Table)
φ800*760

FABRIC CODE:V V1

FABRIC CODE:V V1

4443



There are delicacy there are more optional and more artistic , The 
sensibility united into nous ,the lie fallow and the lie fallow and 
the applied have possessed consistent , We now tell you let the 
common life become interest and make the outstanding art have 
diversificatipn mien .

diffeRenT 
feelinG of
CoMfoRT
Due to perfect handicraft, elegant & outstanding design and 
consecutively promoted quality. Classic sofa is popular and wins the 
honor both at home and overseas. 

BD- F038P1

BD-T16
BD-T16-1

BD-F9237

φ500*450

φ400*400

FABRIC CODE:V V1

4645



eXQUisiTe
desiGn
There is always a dream on our back fro us to imagine 
and explore,which is only a step far away from us 
with illusive temptations. 

BD-F9163 BD-F9163-3 BD-F9163-2

FABRIC CODE:V V1

4847



PeRfeCT 
sPaCe

Break out jumps out the special design of convention.
and condenses the life-force of stay idle at home and 
should become the requirement with ten thousand of 
contemporary people.

Everything if based on traditional delicate techniques and natural material.

Made out of great care, the furniture takes the lead in the stream of the new 
century.

OPEN THE WORLD 
OF THE ART OF 
OFFICE

BD-63（桌子）

BD-F9163 BD-F9163-3BD-F9163-2

φ800*760

FABRIC CODE:V V1

5049



Everything if based on traditional delicate techniques and natural material.

Made out of great care, the furniture takes the lead in the stream of the new 
century.

OPEN THE WORLD 
OF THE ART OF 
OFFICE

BD-T10015(Table)

BD-RX90011

φ800*450

PU CODE:V V6

5251



eXQUisiTe
desiGn
There is always a dream on our back fro us to imagine 
and explore,which is only a step far away from us 
with illusive temptations. 

BD-9195(Sofa) BD-R1062(Chair) BD-70(Table)

FABRIC CODE:V V3 FABRIC CODE:V V2

5453



Design concept: An elegant dwelling space is the collectivity of points, lines, 
surfaces, eye-rest colors, materials and environment, which could feed 
peBDle' s eyes without losing the beauty of variations. The designers of are 
dedicated to create a beautiful and bright room to catch peBDle' s attention 
with particular tender feelings of designers who are skilled in capturing the 
subtleties of the decorations, distinguishing small or imperceptible differences 
between layouts and the specifics of the designing.

sPaCe 
ConCePTs

FABRIC CODE:V V1

FABRIC CODE:V V1BD-FX80017 BD-FX80009 BD-R1026

BD-T10013(Table)
1200*700*430

PU CODE:V V6
5655



BD-FX80010 BD-T10013 BD-T10011-1 BD-FX80012 BD-T10016-1(Table) BD-T10017(Side table)1200*700*430 φ400*610
φ800*430 φ500*610

PU CODE:V V6 FABRIC CODE:V V3

5857



One position:800x790x830

Three position:1800x790x830

1200x600x430

600x600x430

OP-F9137(Sofa)

OP-53(Rectangle Table )

OP-53-1(Square Table  )

PU CODE:V V6

OP-F9189(Sofa)

OP-66(Tea table)

1430*800*1300

300*400*600

FABRIC CODE:VV4(InnER)

FABRIC CODE:VV5(OUTER)

6059



MeTiCUloUs and MeTiCUloUs

From the selection, we strive to committed to the safety and firmly,
From our innovative design for meticulous and innovation,completion the 

careful and meticulous combination,
Rich-intensive three-dimensional structure, the unique admission 

portfolio to meet the different needs of the store,
High-tech creative design, while the delicate pay more attention to 

confidentiality to be assured you are satisfied with the relaxed sense!

BD-F9201

BD-102
120*600*430

BD-102-1
600*600*430

OP-F9238
One position:680*750/1800*810

Two position:1280*750/180*810

FABRIC CODE:V V3

FABRIC CODE:V V5

PU CODE:V V6

73
0

1830 710
520

44
0

44
073

0

730 710
520

6261



By a genuine practice, we inject the energy of life 
into work. Regarding design and creation of exquisite 
work as our eternal final aim, we are driving force of 
enterprise growth.

PeRfeCT PURsUiT
of deTail

BD-F9226 BD-T27(Rectangular table ） BD-120(Tea table)
1400*650*550 600*500*550

PU CODE:V V6

PU CODE:V V6

BD-T10017(Tea table)
φ500*610

6463



C R e a T i V e 
PRaCTiCal
Nobody knows where confidence comes from. It may come from 
thousands of sources and millions of incarnations, but when we sit 
on these noble and comfortable office chairs, self-confidence is 
really not far away.

BD-4041 BD-4034DBD-4034B BD-4034CBD-4034A

BD-4042

BD-4038

BD-4040 BD-4039
490*490*430 620*250*655600*400*550 600*600*400400*400*400

380*380*450

500*500*500

400*400*360 370*370*405

6665


